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Goldstream Valley resistivity model 0-5m
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- The winter air temperature inversion makes the valley bottom mean annual air temperature 3.6°C lower than the ridge crest.

- Ground surface and ground temperatures at 1.2 m generally follow the air temperatures.

- There is definitely no permafrost on the northern ridge crest above the valley.

- There is no near-surface permafrost in the upper part of Ballaine hill.

- However, there may still be permafrost present at depth >3m.
Modeled ground temperature

-1°C mean annual air temperature and groundwater flow into the valley.
Modeled ground temperature

-1°C mean annual air temperature around sinusoidal annual distribution. Summer and winter n-factor correction for vegetation.
Modeled ground temperature

Same as before after 300 years.

Near equilibrium permafrost depth of 36 meters. Without groundwater flow deeper.
Bottom of permafrost?

2 ½ D inversion with Workbench
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Things to do

• Develop geological model in 3D GoCad environment
• Cross-reference the well data with resistivity to establish range of resistivities connected with frozen/unfrozen silt, gravel, and schist
• Thermal modeling
• Generate 3D permafrost model
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